The Tech

Boston, Mass., Friday, December 8, 1905

The Harvard Graduate's Magazine for December which has just been sent to subscribers, includes the somewhat sensational, anonymous, and possibly published article, "From a Graduate's Window," in which Yale and the Yale spirit, in both athletics and the academic life, are severally attacked. This article has gone the rounds of the press through some advance sheets issued a few days ago, and the adverse comment was so cautious that it was given out that the article would not appear in the Quondam Magazine. Contrary to expectation it has been included in the number just as it was originally issued in advanced sheets.

It attacks Yale and its athletics, and openly advocates a separation in all athletic interests of the two universities. Perhaps the Cabot Medals have been struck until this year prevented the publication of medals, although awards were made. So a Cabot Medal seemed an empty honor. But this stage is now a matter of the past, and the men who are awarded medals in 1906 will receive them. Moreover, the system of determining the awards is to be so devised that the idea of systematic and regular work will control it. This is in keeping with the notion we expressed above and we hope every man who has no regular hobby in the physical culture line to present himself for duty next Monday. It will pay him well.
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